Cumulative proactive interference is shown in the recall of successively learned paired-associate lists. The S learns a list, recalls it, say, 24 h later, learns a second list, recalls it 24 h later, and so on. Recall is inversely related to the number of prior lists learned. and recalled. The most extensive study reported (Keppel, Postman, & Zavortink, 1968) involved 36 lists and a 48-h retention interval. Recall fell from 70% on the first list to 4% on the 36th list. Unpaced recall will reduce the decrement but not eliminate it (Underwood & Ekstrand, 1967) , as will several unreinforced recall trials (Keppel et aI, 1968) .
The question posed by the present experiment is whether or not cumulative proactive interference would be found using an associative-matching test of retention. In this test the S is given the stimulus and response terms and is asked to pair them as they had been paired during the learning phase. As is apparent, the major analytical value of this test is that it eliminates response availability or response retrieval in the retention test. However, successful performance on the test does require that the associations between stimulus and response terms maintain their integrity.
METHOD Lists
The S learned four lists, with the matching test on each list being given 24 h following learning. Each list consisted of 24 pairs of high-frequency (AA) two-syllable words taken from Thorndike and Lorge. The 192 words were paired randomly and assigned to the four lists randomly.
Procedure and Ss
The lists were presented at a 2.2-sec rate and learning was carried to 20 correct anticipations on a single trial. The first list was learned on a Monday. On Tuesday, the associative-matching test was given, a second list learned, and so on. Hence, each S served 5 consecutive days. On the matching test, the S was given the stimulus terms in one column on a sheet of paper and the response terms in another column. He was asked to place the 
RESULTS
The mean numbers of trials required to learn the lists to a criterion of 20 correct anticipations on a single trial were 13.75, 10.21, 10.00, and 9.17 at each of the four successive stages. The learning-to-Iearn effect was highly reliable, F(3,69) = 10.26, p < .01.
The mean numbers of pairs correctly matched at each successive stage were 23.33, 23.08, 23.04, and 22.83. Matching performance was higher than performance on the last trial of original learning, where (in attaining the criterion of 20 correct) the means varied between 20.54 and 21.25. The increase may have been due in part to correct guesses among the alternatives remaining when known pairings were completed. The matching means suggest a slight decrement across stages, but it is not statistically reliable (F < 1). This conclusion was not changed when loss scores were used, nor when projected scores were used to account for differences in rate at which the learning reached the criterion on the four successive lists. It must be concluded that retention as measured by an associative-matching procedure showed little evidence of cumulative proactive interference for these paired-associate lists.
DISCUSSION
If the matching procedure is accepted as a technique for measuring the integrity of an association, it is to be concluded that cumulative proactive interference does not result from an associative loss per se. It might be argued that the matching test req uires very little associative strength for successful performance. Thus, even if the association had been severely weakened, it was sufficiently strong to provide appropriate matching. It would be expected (by this argument) that interference in a matching test would be observed after many, many stages of learning. There is no way to deny this possibility from the present data. However, when cumulative interference is found in recall, its magnitude of increase is greatest for the first few stages. If the interference occurs only because of weakened associations between the stimulus and response terms, some evidence should have been found for it on the matching tests of the present experiment. The evidence seems to indicate that cumulative proactive interference represents an interference in the retrieval of the appropriate response terms.
